
Sampled Piano Etude – October 2016 
 
I didn’t have access to my piano before the assignment due-date, so I prepared my now-grown son's 
electric guitar (from his "teenaged angst" period). 
 
Statement of intent 
 
I worked on two themes with this piece, rhythm-section and tone/color. 
The discovery that Cage was embodying the rhythm-section in his early work was new news for me, I've 
only listened to his later compositions up until this Session. As a result, much of the activity in this 
composition happens in the rhythm-section as well. Most of my exploration of the prepared guitar was a 
hunt for sounds that worked for rhythm.  
 
The ear-training from the last Session lingered on though. I wanted to explore what the tone quality and 
overtones would be like if I had an instrument that has six strings tuned to the same note (of differing 
octaves). I made a sample of that and explored what it is like to play. The melodic part of the piece is 
primarily an etude to explore the sound quality of various chords. I'd put it in the "interesting! but needs 
work" category.  
 
If I were going to get really serious about this idea, I think I'd do a multisampling instrument rather that 
just the one that I used [note: I did that in a subsequent class – Kadenze’s Sound Design with Kontakt]. 
That way I could set up something other than the straight Equal Temperament tuning that falls out of the 
sampler when it's just using a single note. Nonetheless, it's a fun instrument to bang around on. 
 
  



Here's a picture of the guitar on the sampling-bench, and my able assistant Tiger. 
 

 



Here's a picture of the mallet that I used to hit the strings. I hit all six at once for the open-tuned guitar 
sound, one or two at a time for most of the others. note the bottle-cap inserted between the strings -- 
one of many ideas that didn't produce interesting sounds. 
 

 



Here's the 1/4x3.5" bolt that produced the bolt-washer-rattle sound. That's a carriage-bolt (roundy head 
rather than the normal hex head for a wrench). I tended to favor the sounds they made when they were 
placed on overtone-series frets. 
 

 



Here's a larger 5/8ths inch bolt that I used for the bolt-sawing sounds. 
 

 



Here's the setup for the bolt-wiggle-tambourine sound. I would flick the bolt with the washer and the bolt 
on the other side of the fret would supply sympathetic-vibration bonus-wiggles. 
 

 



Here's a picture of the business card that played a lead role in the rhythm section. I have it on best 
authority (my cab driver) that this is the finest tailor in Singapore. 
 

 


